
RESTOPOINT
YOUR RESTAURANT GUIDE

INNOVATIVE APPLICATION

RESTOPOINT HELPS TO CHOOSE A

RESTAURANT IN EUROPE BASED ON PROFESSIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS ONLY



OUR VISION
RestoPoint is a mobile application for people who know how to relax, want to choose the best,

value positive experience and their time. Our application

is designed for an informed buyer, we help them make the right decision quickly and accurately!

Restopoint recommendations are based on professional judgment only.

GOAL
We have compiled a database of

restaurants of different themes and directions in Tallinn,

Helsinki and St. Petersburg. In addition, we constantly

monitor the opening places and check those that have

already received a worthy recognition in our ratings. Our

goal is to expand our information base to other cities in

Scandinavia, the Baltic States and Europe, as well as

launch a mobile application (RestoPoint) so that

as many people as possible can use our product.

RestoPoint's innovation is that the ratings of all restaurants

are based only on feedback from professionals in their

field.

 To effectively enter new markets,

we need additional capital. We invite all current and

future friends of pubs,

restaurants and clubs to join us and invest in RestoPoint.

DOOR TO THE RESTAURANT WORLD



RestoPoint makes it easy to choose from a variety of restaurants

across Europe. Our motto “Door to the restaurant world,” and

we intend to become your guide to choosing restaurants, to

gain trust with objective and truthful information.

The choice of restaurants does not depend on the taste

preferences of our specialists. First of all, the degree of

correspondence of the atmosphere and

attractiveness of the restaurant to the selected category, the

attitude of the chefs to their work, as well as the degree of

creativity and uniqueness of the ideas of the chef are assessed.

Our goal is to make the application innovative, attractive and

relevant to the user. By using ratings or a filtered search engine,

reading meaningful descriptions

of places to eat, and extracting visual information, users can

find exactly what they need. The restaurants themselves provide

information directly to RestoPoint (about updates, events, etc.),

and this information reaches the selected target group in a

timely manner.

How quickly and conveniently did you find a cafe or restaurant

that suits your preferences while traveling

in Europe? How many times have you been misled by TripAdvisor

or similar apps? Do you know the feeling when the next day you

find out about a concert, training, or just about special offers in

a restaurant only the next day?

We are not claiming that existing applications are useless, but

we are convinced that these applications

do not work well enough for restaurants and consumers. Now,

the user's comfort is not in the center of attention, and the most

objective information about all

the possibilities is not provided to him.

SOLUTION
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PROBLEM



We can see what the user of our application is interested in, where he goes and what he prefers. This

enables us to inform our customers efficiently and purposefully about restaurant

offers. Anyone who is near a restaurant listed in our application will be

invited to visit it according to their interests.

In cooperation with the client, we

undertake the generation of ideas for attracting both tourists and locals to

restaurants. Also, with our team, we implement those proposals that please the

management of the restaurant.

RestoPoint's profits come from fees that restaurants

pay for using the app.

The most interesting and 

                   demanded offer is the RestoPoint bonus program. Each user receives bonuses that

he can use in any country in the world.
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BUSINESS MODEL

Monitoring and analysis. As

a result, ratings are

formed that identify the

best.

Daily work to attract rating

restaurants and

customers.

Paid service.
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Our business model has 3 sides:

03
Recommendations from

RestoPoint specialists to

restaurant owners for

improving the quality of service

(menu, interior design,

marketing, etc.).

Recommendations are based

on customer feedback.



The development of the first three stages

takes 36 months . We started with the cities that

people visit the most. The first three stages cover the population of 37 cities

with a total number of approx. 9 million people. The main ones are Tallinn,

Helsinki, Riga and St. Petersburg. We started with these four, because there

are good transport links between the cities and many tourists.

DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT IS BROKEN IN 4 STAGES:
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1st stage

During the development of the first stage, 10 Estonian cities with a total of

approx. 700,000 people. Our goal is to become a

client of more than 150 restaurants in the first year, which will bring in a

profit of 38,500 euros. At the end of the first year, we plan to become

customers of some Finnish restaurants, the result will be an additional

8000 euros. In the second year, we plan to earn almost 140,000 euros from

customers in Estonia and 125,000 euros from

customers in Finland.

2nd stage

In addition to the population of the 21st Finnish city, the second phase

will employ around 2.7 million people.

Our goal in 2 years is to become a client of at least 179 Finnish and

390 Estonian restaurants, which will bring in a total of about 265,000 euros.

In the third year, we plan to increase Finland's income by at least

332,000 euros. At the second stage, we will also start working with Latvian

restaurants, the turnover in the second year is 42,000 euros; With Lithuanian

restaurants the turnover in the second year is 38,500 euros. The total turnover

of Norwegian and Swedish restaurants in the second year is 24,500 euros.
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3rd stage

The third stage will also involve St. Petersburg and Latvia. About 5.4

million people live in St. Petersburg and 1.9 million in Latvia. In 3 years, we

plan to have a turnover in Estonia of 312,000, 332,000 euros in Finland,

approximately 115,000 euros in Latvia and Lithuania, 105,000 euros and 15,300

euros in St. Petersburg. We will also continue our cooperation with Norwegian

and Swedish restaurants, where we plan to have a turnover of 137,000 euros in

the third phase; with Lithuanian restaurants a turnover of 105,000 euros.

4th stage

At the fourth stage, we will add Lithuania, Norway, and

Sweden to the program. Our goal by the end of the

4th stage is for min. 650 restaurants, 480 from Finland, 827 

 rom St. Petersburg, 430 from Latvia, 420 from Lithuania, 275

from Sweden and Norway.

By the end of the 4th stage, the turnover of the company from

different countries should exceed 1.42 million euros.

5th stage

The five-year plan is to

increase turnover to at least 2.5 million.

In addition, at the fifth

stage, we want to expand to other European cities and

Moscow.



OUR TEAM

The team consists of specialists in their field who know where and how to have a good

time, eat delicious food, and relax. We control restaurants and the services

they offer, thereby saving customers time and making their choice easier. Our main goal is to inform

the client about the best and most interesting restaurants in Europe based on professional reviews.

With the help of our team, the client does not miss a single interesting event that takes place next

to him and meets his interests. Restaurant management becomes easier, profits are

higher, and restaurants communicate more directly with their customers.

Personal and direct communication between the customer and the restaurant

increases the satisfaction of both parties with the service.
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IT specialists – 3 persons 

Designers - 1 person

Photographers - 2 persons

Restaurant critics - 4 persons

Management - 3 persons

Marketers - 5 persons

Our team has 18 specialists in their field:



OUR ADVANTAGES

RestaurantGuru, TheFork, FourSquare and TripAdvisor have a similar

focus, but we have a completely different approach to the clients.

Existing applications are focused on people, but are often used as a way

of unfair competition, when people receive information that does not

correspond to reality. We talk about what is real and provide information

in real time. We decided to focus on the most

important and important differences between our applications: the ability

of restaurants to collaborate with the application, and only our

independent professionals review the restaurants.
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COMPETITORS

Lots of categories to choose from in quick search

Easy to use

Direct cooperation with both restaurants and customers

Bonus program

Geolocation without unnecessary information

Helping restaurants to attract customers

Works internationally
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PROCESS

The 12-month work of the first stage is divided as follows:

 

1. Improving application capabilities, testing, and launching - 80%.

 

2. Promotion and implementation of the RestoPoint application through advertising and the media - 14%.

 

3. Support for growth and expansion of applications when entering European markets - 6%.
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ENTERING THE MARKET 
AND OUR PARTNERS

Our market entry is divided into stages in which we first enter the Estonian market, and in the

following years we also expand to the markets of Finland, Latvia, Lithuania,

St. Petersburg, Norway, and Sweden. Having collected enough clients and

knowledge about these countries, we intend to expand our activities in other

European cities, as well as in Moscow. We involve partners from taxi companies,

Uber, Bolt and Yandex in our solution.

WE INVITE YOU TO INVEST IN AN INNOVATIVE 

RESTOPOINT APP!


